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Abstract 
Fixed assets are bought to be used in the business for the purpose of 
earning income. They are not meant for resale. These fixed assets will 
lose their value in future as they are used daily in the generation of 
revenue for the business. Since these fixed assets will lose their value, 
then there is need to source for money to replace them when they 
become old. Such money should come from the profit generated by the 
asset in that accounting year. The money set aside is provision which is 
a deduction from the profit of the year such deduction is not made, then 
the figures appearing in the profit and loss account for the year will not 
represent a true and fair view of the financial position. There are a 
number of factors which are put into consideration before making such 
provision. How to make such provision is the problem of Management 
which this paper sought to address. 

Introduction 

Fixed assets are those assets of material value that are of lasting nature which are held in business 

and are not primarily for resale or for conversion into cash (Odoh, 1992). For instance, plant and 

machinery, furniture and fittings, motor vehicles etc are held and used in the conduct of business of the 

organisation. These assets have useful life of more than one accounting year. Apart from land and old 

paintings, fixed assets have a limited number of active years of useful life. For example motor vehicles, 

furniture and fittings do not last forever. Land however, may have all or part of its active and usefulness 

exhausted after a few years due to use, (Odoh, 1992). Example is the land used for quarries and mines like 

Coal. When coal is taken out of mine, the land will not be of any use. Though, fixed assets purchased are 

supposed to be maintained in order not to be discarded early, eventuallv it will be discarded. Vickery 

(1973), noted that “however well maintained an asset may be and whatever the expenditure on repairs, 

eventually a point is reached at which it ceases to be economically useful. Therefore, an asset that is 

bought today will in no distant time become old, useless and discarded or sold for whatever it will bring. 

This brings us to the concept of depreciation. 

Igboke (2002) described depreciation as the measure of the exhaustion of the effective life of a 

fixed asset owing to use during a given period. This exhaustion of effective life will continue to reduce in 

value since they are being used daily in the business. In their contribution, Shukla and Grewal (1987), 

described depreciation as a fall in the quality or value of an asset and that the net effect is that sooner or 

later it will become useless. The cost of each fixed asset is usually allocated as an expense of the year in 

which the asset was put into use. Depreciation, therefore, represents a fair charge for the fixed assets used 

by an organisation for any accounting year. This charge represents the cost incurred in using such assets to 

generate revenue in the year. 

When the asset is used, it is necessary to set aside some money out of the year’s income so as to 

replace it when its useful life comes to an end. The money set aside is accumulated over the years from 

each year’s profit as generated by the asset during its active and useful life. The money set aside is a charge 

against the year’s profit and it is called “Provision” for depreciation. 'Phis provision is made over the years 

to replace the asset when it becomes old. It is a deduction from the gross profit of the year before a 

company can say in the words of Shukla and Grewal (1987), “This is the profit that I have earned this year” 

Without such deduction, the net profit or loss as disclosed by the year's profit and loss account will be 

misleading. If provision for depreciation is not made in the financial statement, it also informs owners that 

dividend payments had been made out of capital and the worth of the business will not be known. Isimoya 

(1989), noted that a firm that does not charge depreciation on its fixed assets will be over-stating its profit, 

because depreciation is an expense. 

Reasons Or Need For making Depreciation Provision 
There are many reasons why provision for depreciation is made. These are: 

(a) The huge amount of funds sunk in the purchase of a fixed asset should be spread to cover the 



useful or active life of that asset. If this is not done, the shareholders capital stands the risk of 
being lost in the process of earning income. If the profit and loss account is not charged in 
respect of each fixed asset, profit or loss as shown will be over-stated. (Shukla and Grewal, 
1987). 

(b) When the useful life of the asset comes to an end, there will arise a need to replace it with a 

new one. 
(c) Provision for depreciation is the amount charged on the profit of the year in which the asset is 

used to generate revenue. This provision will continue to be charged until the life of the asset 
comes to an end. 

(d) If monies earned over the years in the form of depreciation provision is withdrawn, then, when 
the asset is due for replacement, it will present a serious problem, to the business. The situation 

will force the business to look for new capital to purchase a new fixed asset. 
(e) If provision for depreciation is not provided for, the books will not show the true profit or loss 

earned or suffered during the period. The profit and loss account will show an overstated profit 
or loss. Also the balance sheet will not portray the true financial position or true and fair view 
of the state of affairs of the business. 

Causes Of Depreciation 

Depreciation is the loss in the value of an asset and its cause is broadly grouped into two and they 

are, the internal and external causes. 

Internal Causes 

These category are those that are inherent in or natural to the asset itself and examples are: 

(a) Physical deterioration 

(b) Depletion 

Physical Deterioration can occur as a result of continuous use of an asset which will lead to wear 

and tear through friction, breakdown in case of machine and other plants (Douglas, 1962). The other 

deterioration causes are the result of erosion, decay, rot, exposure to harsh weather etc. 

Depletion involves wasting assets such as oil wells, mines, quarries etc. This mainly involves the 

extraction of raw materials from them. As soon as minerals are removed from them, such mines will no 

longer be valuable (Garbutt, 1962). 

External Causes 

These may be those that occur from outside the asset itself, examples are:- 

Effluxion or passage of time; Fluctuation of market prices; Obsolescence and Accidents. 

(a) Effluxion or Passage of Time 

This is loss in the value of an asset as it gets old. This may occur even if the asset is not used at all. 

This will cause the value of the asset to go down because of time factor, example is motor vehicle etc. 

(b) Fluctuation of Market Prices 

If there is a change in the price of a particular fixed asset, there may or may not be demand for it. 

This may make the asset to appreciate in value or to a loss (Shukla and Grewal, 1987). 

(c) Obsolescence 

This is caused by invention of a more efficient and up to date equipment. It may also be caused by 
a permanent change in demand for that asset. This may render the asset useless (Odoh. 1992 and Igboke, 
2002). For instance the use of paper packaging in beverage or rubber cans industries has rendered the tin 
container obsolescent. 
(tl) Accidents 

These are caused generally by accident and natural factors like fire outbreak, flood, rusting which 
will lead to depreciation in the value of assets. 

Methods Of Providing For Depreciation 

In the accounting profession, accountants have advanced various methods of making provisions 

for depreciation on fixed assets. Therefore, no particular method has been approved. Though neither the 



companies and Allied Matters Decree 1990 nor the (SSAP) Statement of Standard Accounting practice 

revised nor International Accounting Standards recommended a particular method, which depends on the 

company management. The methods vary from company to company. There are some companies that use 

more than one method in an accounting year. The method adopted depends on the type of fixed asset and 

the puipose it was intended to be used by the company. In any case, depreciation should be allocated to the 

accounting periods that benefited from the use of the assets. Igboke (2002), and Shukla and Grewal (1987) 

agreed that in deciding the method to use, it is important to consider a number of factors which include, the 

cost of the asset, the estimated residual or scrap value at the end of its life and the estimated number of 

years of its life (not the actual but the number of years it is likely to be used by the company). This is the 

problem which the management of the business will face. Some of the methods of providing for 

depreciation in use according to Shukla and Grewal 91987) are: 

(a) Fixed installment or straight line method; Fixed percentage on Diminishing balance or Reducing 

installment method; Sum of the Digits method; Annuity method; Depreciation fund 

investment method; Insurance policy method; Revaluation method; Depleting method; 

Machine hour Rate method; Repairs provision method; 

Problems Management Encountered In The Provision For Depreciation 

The need to provide for Depreciation by management of organisations is necessary in order to 

portray a true and fair position in their financial statements. According to Statement of Accounting 

Standard 9 (SAS9) ‘Depreciation represents an estimate of that portion of the historical cost or revalued 

amount of a fixed asset chargeable to operations during an accounting period. Depreciation is however, 

chargeable to operations no matter the appreciation in the value of the asset that may have been recorded 

during the accounting period. The determination of this portion of fixed asset to be charged against the 

financial statements by business organizations is not an easy task. In fact, management of some 

organizations find it difficult to determine or estimate the amount to be charged as depreciation of their 

fixed assets. As a result, of this, they find it convenient to charge the same amount every year as 

depreciation on various assets. This practice tends to distort the financial statements of such organisations. 

Financial statements are prepared by the management of some organisations with the aim of 

providing not just historical information (stewardship accounting) but also to present a true and fan- 

position of the organisation. Therefore, a “fair” charge - representing the portion of the historical cost or 

revalued amount of fixed assets - should be made by the management. The practice, by some management 

of organisations, of charging the same amount as depreciation contradicts the concept of ‘true and fair 

view’. 

Statement of Accounting Standard 1 (SAS1, 1984) - disclosure of accounting policies. - requires 

that financial statements should be prepared objectively. Personal judgment affects objectivity in 

preparing financial statements. The problem is that management of some organizations lack a systematic 

and objective method of assessing fixed assets which they use in their operations. The deprecation method 

to be employed in determining the charge on any fixed asset depends on the nature of the asset to be 

depreciated. Specifically, leaseholds are depreciated using the fixed or straight line method. A lumpsum 

charge as depreciation of fixed assets by some management for each year, points to the lack of a systematic 

and objective method of depreciating fixed assets used by them. 

The determination of the actual cost of a fixed asset is another problem that some management of 

organisations have to overcome in determining the fair charge of depreciation amount. Statement of 

Accounting Standard 3 (SAS3, 1984) states that the cost of an item of property, plant and equipment 

comprises, its purchase price, including import and non-recurring levies (e.g. 

Development levies, consent lee, etc) and any directly attributable costs of bringing the asset to its location 

and working condition for its intended use. Besides they have to determine the useful and salvage value of 
the asset. This is quite a problem in trying to determine the amount to be charged as depreciation against 
the profit and loss account for any year. Another problem of providing adequately for depreciation by 
management is in respect of revaluation of fixed assets. The financial statements will be distorted if 
adequate provisions are not made for revaluation (or appreciation) of fixed assets by organisations. 

Another problem of providing for depreciation is that related to or arising from some 

management’s failure to maintain or follow recommended accounting practices. To present a true and fair 
financial statement organizations are required to follow established standards. In fact. SAS3 and SAS9 
(1984) specifically address the issues pertaining to accounting for property, plant and equipment and 



‘accounting for depreciation’ respectively. The general accepted accounting principles have some 
specifications about rates of depreciation to be charged, but many organizations do not adhere to this 
specifications (Garbutt, 1962). 

Conclusion 

Available information shows that depreciation of fixed assets occur. Depreciation cannot be seen 

or touched yet there is provision on them. If provision is not made by management, then the profit or loss 

as disclosed by the financial statement will be misleading. It will not portray the true financial position. It 

is an expense and must be deducted before arriving at a true profit or loss. Greater care must be exercised 

by management in dealing with depreciation. 

However, there is no hard and fast rule regarding how to deal with depreciation. It is a 

management decision. The allocation of depreciation provision to any accounting year involves the 

exercise of judgment and requires annual review by the management. This is because of huge capital 

outlay committed in the purchase of fixed assets. 

Management must ensure that whatever method adopted in depreciating any fixed asset, it must be 

consistently followed until the active life of that asset comes to an end. A Valuer must be involved in the 

calculation of the estimated life of the asset in order not to make mistake m this regard. This is also to 

ensure that there is consistency in the rates adopted by management. Therefore, a good depreciation 

method should be derived. Otherwise, they should adhere to the generally recommended approach. 
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HANS KELSEN’S PURE THEORY OE LAW AND THE NICERIAN LECHAL SYSTEM  

UNDER THE MILITARY 

A.F. Uduigwomen, Ph.D 

Introduction 

Hans Kelsen (1881-1973) was a Professor of Legal Theory at the University of California. Kelsen 

is regarded as a neo-Kantian, but in his distinction between ‘is’ and ‘ought’ he is a descendant of Hume. 

Kelsen’s legal theory represents a development in two directions. On the one hand, it marks a reaction 

against the welter of different approaches that characterised the opening of the twentieth century. He 

advocated general jurisprudence. Unlike Austin who paid lip service to it, Kelsen carried out his analysis 

on an undoubtedly general basis. Austin’s concept of law was derived from limited material, namely, 

English and Roman law, and ran into trouble outside that sphere. Kelsen who had advantage over Austin 



of profiting from roughly a century of varied developments, was able to arrive at generalizations which 

hold over a very wide area. Kelsen was a prolific writer. His major and most influential works are General 

Theory of Law Stale (1945) and Pure Theory of Law (1967). 

Hans Kelsen is a prominent figure connected with legal positivism. He is regarded as the most 

uncompromising of modern legal positivists (Edwards, 418). Although differing from Bentham and 

Austin, in certain points, he nevertheless agrees with them that there is an important branch of legal study 

distinguished by two features, namely, that it is not concerned with any ideal law or legal system but only 

with actual or existent law and legal systems, and that its concern is with law as is morally, politically, 

metaphysically and evaluatively neutral. The aim of this approach to the study of law is the clarification of 

the meaning of law, the identification of the characteristic structure of a legal system and the analysis of 

the pervasive fundamental legal notions(419). For this reason, the approach is sometimes called “analytic 

jurisprudence.” Kelsen himself prefers to call it the “pure theory of law.” Our aim in this paper is to discuss 

Kelsen’s pure theory of law. We will give an expose of the theory, examine its application to the Nigerian 

legal system under the military and finally discuss its limitations. 

The Pure Theory Of Law 

Hans Kelsen’s pure theory of law has no doubt exercised considerable influence on modern 

juristic thought. By this theory, Kelsen hopes that he will rid or purify law of all metaphysical, 

psychological, political, moral considerations, and all value judgments because they are not part of law. 

Kelsen was influenced by David Hume. In his moral philosophy, Hume argued that the moral 

order is deducible from the physical world and rules are relative to the subjective opinions of individuals. 

Following this line of reasoning, Kelsen contends that legal or moral statements are purely normative and 

must not be seen as physical facts. Unlike Bentham and Austin who conceived of law in terms of 

command, Kelsen conceived of Law primarily in terms of norm. In his Pure Theory of Law, Kelsen 

defines a norm as “something ought to happen, especially that a human being ought to behave in a specific 

way. Norm is that meaning of an act by which a certain behaviour is commanded, permitted or authorized” 

(Kelsen, 5). Law is basically a norm because it commands, prescribes, authorizes or permits a certain kind 

of behaviour. Kelsen draws a distinction between moral norm and legal norm. The main difference 

between them is that a moral norm does not stipulate a sanction while a legal norm does. For instance, a 

moral norm may prescribe that no one ought to perform action “A”, while a legal norm will prescribe that 

anyone who performs action ‘A’ will incur such and such punishment. Legal norm is also different from a 

physical law. Physical laws are laws of nature or scientific laws. They are generalizations based on the 

principle of cause and effect. The major difference between a legal norm and a physical law is that, while 

the validity of the latter depends on the effect actually accompanying the stipulated cause, the validity of a 

legal norm is not determined by stipulated sanction really accompanying the action. In the case of a 

physical law, if‘A’ (the cause) occurs but is not accompanied by ‘B’ (the effect), it follows that the 

physical law itself is not valid. But in the case of a legal norm, even if the officer charged with the 

responsibility of enforcing the sanction fails to do so, this failure or negligence does not render the legal 

norm in question invalid. 

This shows that the relation between the violation of the law and the punishment that is attached 

to n is not automatic like the cause and effect relationship of the physical laws of nature (Kelsen. 
29). 

Norms, for Kelsen, cannot be derived from facts, but only from other norms. Norms are 
rules or standards of conduct forming part of a unified system of law laid out hierarchically at 
various levels of generality and subordination. The existence of a norm simply means that it is 
valid w ithin a particular context, but not that it can be proved to exist factually. T he highest 

norm is the most general and abstract norm, while the lowest in the hierarchy is the most 
concrete in form and application. As one ascends the ladder of norms from the lowest rung to the 
highest, the validity of each stage depends on the norm in the hierarchy which serves as the basis 
for its application. But we cannot continue the derivation ad infinitum. 'There lias to be a stop 
somewhere, and since norms aie concerned with human behaviour, it follows logically that there 
must be some ultimate norm postulated upon which all other norms in the hierarchy rest. This is 

what Kelsen calls the Grundnorm or Basic norm. The Grundnorm is not part of the legal system as 
such. It is not formulated through any legal organ and procedure. But it gives validity to the 
entire legal system. Although it is not valid in the sense of a positive legal norm, its validity is 



presupposed. If this were not the case, we could not interpret any human act as legal, especially 
as a norm-creating act. 'flic basic norm is therefore a hypothetical norm, a presupposition which 
validity does not depend on any other norm except itself.  

Following Austin, Kelsen argues that for a norm to be effective and hence to be actually 
enforced and obeyed there has to be a sanction attached to it. But unlike Austin who defines 

sanction as the threat of force, Kelsen defines sanction as the final concretization of the serie s of 
norms w hich renders this physical result authorized in the legal sense.  

It must be mentioned that Kelsen’s pure theory is an attack on the natural law theory, on 
the one hand, and a modification of the positivist theory. Kelsen dismisses the natural law theory 
as an illogical attempt to establish the objective character of what is necessarily normative. For 
him, natural theory is nothing but an attempt to justify existing law' and give sanctity to the 

property system that it enshrines (L. Lloyd, 282).  
On the other hand, the pure theory has a close affinity to the positivist theory. Both hold 

that law is autonomous and self-contained and that its validity is to be determined by reference 
to the legal system itself and not morals or any other extraneous system of values. But they differ 
in certain respects. Firstly, whereas Austinian positivism relies on the idea of command as an 
expression of an active will, Kelsenian notion of legal norm does not rest on a fictitious active 

will but on a higher norm which is mere proposition regarding human conduct in a particular 
form. Secondly, whereas Austin and Kelsen agree that sanction or coercion is central to law, 
Kelsen rejects Austin's view that people are motivated by fear to habitually obey the command 
of the sovereign. 'Thirdly, whereas Austin seems to ignore the process of law -creating, Kelsen 
adopts w-hat he calls a thoroughly dynamic principle of law-creating which, for him, occurs 
throughout the system of norms, and which derives from a historical first C onstitution which is 

either written or unwritten. Finally, whereas Austin creates a dualism between the sovereign (or 
State) and the legal order, there is nothing in the Kelsenian model which stipulates that the 
sovereign must be free from legal limitation 

Application Of The Pure Theory To The Nigerian Legal System Under The Military 

If we apply Kelsen’s theory to the Nigerian legal system under the military, we may be 

tempted to trace the hierarchy of norms as far as the level of the Provisional Ruling Council 

(P.R.C.i. But as philosophers, wc may wish to know how the P.R.C acquires i ts own authority. 

Somebody like Austin would answer that the sovereignty of the P.R.C. depends on a higher norm 

and it is this norm that validiates the will of the P.R.C. But the question is - what does this norm 

rest upon? Kelsen would say that it rests upon the Grundnorm. since for him, the Grundnorm is the 

basic norm of the whole system, behind which there is nothing to appeal to for legal purpose. It 

is like the idea that the world rests on an elephant, the rules not allowing you to ask what the 

elephant rests upon. 

The honourable Justice Kayode Eso has in a lecture declared that beyond the Grundnorm 

there must be no longer a further enquiry. For him, the Grundnorm is the ‘alpha’ and ‘omega’. In 

the military order in Nigeria, the Grundnorm cannot be located in the Judiciary, even though it is 

an important source of norms. While it is not legally possible for the Judiciary to abolish a valid 

Constitution (since it is a creature of the Constitution), it is legally possible for the Constitution 

to abolish the Judiciary. ’To quote the statement of lion. Justice Kayode Eso. “’The original 

norms, must 

be all important. The original norms, the highest factor in the hierarchy of norm, the mathematician's 
H.C.F., is the Grundnorm. The Grundnorm therefore must have no rule behind it” (Quoted in Ojo. 
110-111). 

On the question of how to decide what the basic norm really is, Kelsen maintains that the basic 
norm of present Constitution can be traced back to a historical first Constitution which was brought about 
either as a result of a revolution or for a territory not previously having a laid down Constitution. Professor 

Abiola Ojo has tried to trace the norm of the Nigerian legal system to Decree No. 1 of 1966 entitled: “The 
Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree.” But during the Abacha administration, the P.R.C. is 
the source of its own legal. Any search for a Grundnorm away from the P.R.C. is the expression of its 
powers as declared in Decrees is a futile judicial and academic exercise (Ojo, 110). 

Objections To The Pure Theory 



Pure or good as Kelsen’s ‘Pure Theory of Law1 may seem, it is not immune to criticism. By 
mtroducling a single basic norm which lies outside the legal system, Kelsen finds himself caught within 
the web of metaphysical perplexities, a situation which runs counter to his positivist stance. Kelsen does 
not tell us what precisely this basic norm is, but only introduces it to ensure the logical consistency of the 
system. But it seems doubtful if legal consistency is the same thing as logical consistency (Uduigwomen, 
58). Professor Omoregbe has made a similar observation. To quote him at some length: 

One wonders whether this metaphysical entity postulated to validate 
positive legal system is consistent with the legal positivist stand that 
positive legal system is self-validating, without reference to any ideal 
law or superior law outside the system. Kelsen is, in other words, saying 
that the ultimate ground of validity of any positive system lies beyond 
the system itself, and it is metaphysical in nature. As a legal positivist, 
he would not be prepared to call this his metaphysical entity “natural 
law'.” In any case, he has perhaps only indirectly admitted that 
positivism is unable to account for the ultimate validity and binding 
force of law, that positivism can only give a superficial account of law 
without getting to the root of the problem, and that to get to the root of 
the problem one has to go beyond positivism) 137). 

What Omoregbe is saying, which I think is correct, is that by introducing a metaphysical element 

into his discussion of a legal system, Kelsen has introduced an element of the natural law which is 

inconsistent with the tenet oflegal positivism. 

Stephen Ofei has observed that Kelsen’s view that the validity of the laws of a system is 

established by reference to its Basic Norm is problematic. He argued that by this view Kelsen seems to be 

moving in a circle. Kelsen has said that the Basic Norm is discovered by tracing back through the valid 

laws to the presupposed noun from which they all derive their validity. For one thing, there is really no 

guarantee that there is one norm that does the job. For another, this process assumes that we can really tell 

what the valid laws are independently of the Basic Norm (43). 

Ofei has pointed out that the meaning of “valid law'” is also problematic. For him, although 

Kelsen explicitly rejected any so-called “recognition theory”, it is not clear that he entirely escapes one at 

some level. A recognition law states that the valid laws are norms that are recognised or accepted as 

binding by those who are subject to them. Kelsen maintains that a Basic Norm is presupposed by anyone 

who considers a particular effective coercive order to be a system of valid hnvs. By this he means that 

when the members or officials of the society consider the particular order as a system of binding norms, 

they are presupposing the validity of the Basic Norm. But, according to Ofei, there is no necessity that 

these individuals should view the effective coercive order as a legal system; instead, they can see it as a 

plain “gun-man writ large” situation; they need not see any difference between the tax collector and a 

bandit. This runs counter to the Austinian position. For Austin, given a habit of obedience, we have a legal 

system and legal obligations. This clearly shows that Kelsen does employ something like the notion of 

recognition because for these individuals to consider a law to be valid is for them to consider it as binding 

on them. Kelsen’s complaint against the recognition theory is only that it gives no room for the Basic 

Norm. It seems, Ofei argues, that Kelsen cannot completely dissociate himself from some kind of 

recognition theory at some level, especially 

as his view implies that the starting point lor giving a representation of a legal system is its valid laws. Ofei 
thinks that this conclusion raises the question of whether or not the doctrine or the Basic Norm is 

superfluous, lie asks if the legal scientist really needs a normative perspective in order to give a 
representation of the valid laws of a system, even if it only serves an epistemological function (44-45). 

The Kelseniam system cannot accommodate international law. Kelsen merely treats international 
law as no law but as a mere species of morality. It is his view that international law can only be valid if it is 
incorporated into the norms of a national legal system. But there are scholars w ho believe that, by 
exhibiting many of the features of national law, international law is, to that extent, to be regarded as law. 

Conclusion 

As a result of these internal difficulties, the pureness of Kelsen’s pure theory of law has been 
called to question by critics. In any case, he has succeeded in putting forward many important insights and 
original ideas. In the words of Stephen Ofei, “Kelsen is probably the most influential twentieth- century 
legal theorist, particularly on the Continent and in Latin America” (40). 
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